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1. Introduction

At present, super-computer technologies solve the prob-
lems not only of scientific and technical activity but are 
also used in all fields of human activity. These technologies 
develop rapidly and have a large potential. 

Current increase in computational equipment and meth-
ods of mathematical modeling provides for the possibility for 
the industrial and scientific research activity to reach higher 
level of development. Simulation of sophisticated structures, 
mathematical description and reproduction of natural pro-
cesses, multiparametric optimization – all this is real today.
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In industry, this is an increase in the competitiveness 
of enterprises in the world market; in science, this is an im-
provement in accuracy and speed when solving those prob-
lems, which used to be solved approximately. An application 
of super-computer technologies makes it possible to achieve 
better results in tackling fundamental problems of chemis-
try, physics, genetics, weather forecast and global change [1]. 

In the oil and gas industry this will make it possible to 
improve the accuracy of physical-mathematical calculations 
when simulating geophysical processes to solve the problems 
of exploration and extraction of minerals, as well as to solve 
those problems of this industry that were solved approxi-
mately or were not solved at all.

Contemporary super-computers consist of the sets of 
elements independent of each other, which are combined 
into a uniform system and can possess fairly complicated 
architecture, and each problem, processed in the cluster, has 
its internal mechanisms of parallelism. 

An important role in a computational cluster is played by 
its system software, correct installation and configuration of 
which affect not only its technical characteristics (productiv-
ity, efficiency, scalability), but also such qualities as reliability 
and safety. In order to work with a cluster as the united sys-
tem of collective use, specialized systems for clusters control 
are applied. Such systems work together with the basic oper-
ating system, installed in the nodes of the cluster, and offer the 
means of centralized control and monitoring, for the provision 
of trouble-free operation of the flows of tasks and allocation 
of resources of the cluster for solving the processed problems.

An increase in the volumes of information that passes 
through computational clusters and savings on staff requires 
the application of effective means of monitoring of compu-
tational resources, the result of which is an increase in the 
number of parameters, which are controlled by the system. 
Due to massive flows of data on measurements of different 
indicators, the probability of administrator failing to notice 
negative changes in the computational process grows. All 
this leads to the violations of safety in super-computer tech-
nologies. Fig. 1 demonstrates a number of cyber attacks by 
countries over the fourth calendar quarter of 2015 and for 
the first calendar quarter of 2016 [2].

Taking into account large flows of data of the measurements 
of different indices of computational clusters, and also quantity 
of cybernetic attacks in the world, by urgent task are creation 
of monitoring system, which on the basis of the data about the 
work of computational cluster could estimate the integrity of 
the functioning of computational process on the cluster.

2. Literature review and problem statement

Situations of cyber attacks on the super-computer sys-
tems have recently appeared more frequently. Thus, in 2012, 
the natural oil and gas company Saudi Aramco, owned by 
Saudi Arabia, acknowledged that its computer systems were 
subjected to cyber attack. In this case, the infection spread 
to actually all workstations of its personnel, including their 
super-computer for the simulation of processes of distribu-
tion of oil in the extraction [3]. 

The best example of malware programs, used for the 
attacks on super-computer technologies rather than on indi-
vidual users, is the worm Stuxnet. In reality, Stuxnet itself 
was a part of the set of several harmful programs, which 
complement each other from the point of view of their func-
tional and the set targets [4].

An analysis revealed that hackers managed to obtain 
access to some of the most powerful super-computers in the 
world and their networks. Interesting fact is not that they 
succeeded in obtaining access to these super-computers but 
the fact that the break-in was not discovered by technical 
means. Therefore, monitoring system is one of the import-
ant components of the system software of a computational 
cluster. It makes it possible to control the level of the use of 
resources of the system, as well as detect the malfunctions, 
connected to the work of equipment, which is necessary for 
maintaining high degree of reliability of the clusters. 

Hence an increase in the complexity of structure of a 
computational complex and at its scaling there appears the 
need in the system, capable of estimating independently con-
dition of integrity of the process of the cluster performance.

Paper [5] proposed an approach to the analysis of com-
plex systems, according to which the architectures of cluster 
computational systems were examined. This made it possible 
to identify vulnerable elements in their structure. 

At present, there are many developed systems of moni-
toring. An example is the system Nagios – this is a system, 
designed for the monitoring of computer systems and net-
works. It scans specified nodes and notifies administrator 
when some of the services cease (or restart) the work [6]. A 
shortcoming in this system is:

– poor scalability;
– large interval between measurements of parameters;
– averaging of data (it is not possible to determine ac-

curately the value of parameters, for example, a month ago);
– the means of automated expert data analysis.

Another example of similar systems is the prod-
uct Zabbix, which is created for monitoring and 
tracking statuses of diverse services of computer 
network, servers and network equipment. Its draw-
back is poor scalability, low failure resistance and 
absence of the means of data analysis. 

A monitoring system, proposed by author 
of article [7], with the aid of the multiagent 
approach solves the problems of scalability and 
failure resistance. The author proposes to cre-
ate agents, which disperse on the computational 
nodes and collect data about productivity of the 
system. A shortcoming of this monitoring is the 
fact that only computational units are examined. 
Because of this, data analysis is conducted only 
for them and this provides for a possibility of 
criminals attacking not the nodes of the system, 
but its network.

 
Fig. 1. Distribution of cyber attacks by countries
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In order to solve the problem of monitoring that is 
described in paper [7], it is proposed to use dynamically 
reconfigured distributed modular system of monitoring [8]. 
It is proposed here, together with an agent approach, to use 
statistical data collection from those systems of super-com-
puter where for some reasons there is no possibility to create 
the agent. A drawback of this system is not standardized 
data, obtained from different sources, which leads to the 
complexity of their intellectual analysis.

Article [9] proposed an instrumental complex of meta-
monitoring of the distributed computational environments. 
Its shortcoming is the fact that an expert system, developed 
with the use of the shell CLIPS, is used for intelligent data 
analysis. This expert system lacks a mechanism of self-learn-
ing. This leads to the fact that the system cannot identify 
new anomalies.

Author of paper [10], together with Nagios, uses neural 
networks for detecting anomalies, which solves the problem 
of learning, but it does not eliminate other drawbacks in this 
system. 

An absence of the subsystem of monitoring, which, based 
on data about the work of computational cluster, could esti-
mate the integrity of performance of computational process 
in the cluster, is the obvious drawback, revealed in the de-
scribed papers.

3. The aim and tasks of the study

The aim of the work is the development of a model for 
monitoring cluster super-computers, which will allow us on 
the basis of parameters of performance of individual compo-
nents of the system to estimate the condition of functioning 
of a computational cluster as a whole.

To achieve the set goal, the following tasks were formed:
– to examine peculiarities of architecture of super-com-

puters and to identify basic components of systems;
– to determine the set of parameters for 

the evaluation of each element of the system;
– to design a model for the classification of 

condition of the system with the use of neural 
network technology for detecting anomalies 
of the computational cluster performance.

4. Principle of monitoring of cluster  
super-computers

A convenience in the construction of 
cluster computing systems consists in the 
fact that it is possible to flexibly regulate the 
required productivity of the system, adding 
to the cluster with the aid of special hard-
ware and software interfaces standard serial 
servers until a super-computer with the nec-
essary power is configured [11]. Clustering 
makes it possible to manipulate a group of 
servers as one system, simplifying control 
and increasing reliability of the system as a 
whole [12].

An important feature of clusters is the provision of 
access of each server to any block both of operative and 
disk memory. This task is successfully solved, for example, 
by combining systems of the SMP-architecture based on 

autonomous servers for the organization of common field of 
operative memory and by the use of the disk systems RAID 
for external memory [12].

In order to create clusters, usually either simple single- 
processor personal computers are used or the two-processor 
or four-processor SMP-servers. In this case, there are no 
limitations in terms of composition and architecture of the 
nodes. Each of the nodes can function under control of its 
own operating system. Standard OS are most frequently 
used: Linux, FreeBSD, Solaris, UNIX, and Windows. When 
the nodes of a cluster are not uniform, then we deal with 
heterogeneous clusters.

There may be two approaches when creating clusters:
– the first approach is applied when creating small clus-

ter systems. A cluster combines full-featured computers, 
which continue to work as independent units. For example, 
computers of a training class or workstations of a laboratory;

– the second approach is used when a powerful compu-
tational resource is created on purpose. Then the system 
blocks of computers are placed compactly at special racks, 
and to control the system and for starting the tasks, one 
or several full-featured computers are assigned, which are 
called host-computers.

An analysis of cluster solutions for creating super-com-
puters by the leading companies (IBM, Intel, HP) revealed 
the following elements:

– computational nodes;
– fabric of high-speed network;
– auxiliary networks (control/monitoring);
– system of data storage;
– auxiliary servers (nodes of access/compilation/moni-

toring, etc.);
– infrastructure (systems of uninterrupted electric pow-

er supply and cooling).
Fig. 2 demonstrates a standard structure of super-com-

puter, built according to the principles of cluster archi-
tecture.

By analyzing the architecture of a cluster super-com-
puter (Fig. 1), it is possible to draw a conclusion that the 
subsystem of monitoring must meet the following con- 
ditions:

 
Fig. 2. Structure of a super-computer of cluster architecture
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– capacity of integration with the means of local moni-
toring of computational nodes;

– representation of applied software interfaces based on 
open standards for the incorporation into other software sets;

– inclusion of tools for the standardization of data, ob-
tained from different sources;

– presence of tools for the collection and data analysis 
about performance of equipment at each functional element 
of cluster;

– provision of tools for the collection and data analysis 
about distribution of tasks for the applications of each user; 

– control of the state of computer network, applied 
during calculations;

– provision of tools for the automated expert data anal-
ysis of monitoring and generation of controlling influences.

Taking into account the set conditions, we formed a gen-
eral structure of the monitoring system (Fig. 3).

To describe the subsystem of monitoring, it is proposed 
to use the following cortege:

{ } { }{ }=SM Ag ,′ S ,NET ,     (1)

where {Ag} is the set of agents of monitoring, intended for 
the collection and primary data analysis about key parame-
ters that describe the process of functioning of computation-
al cluster: characteristics of the initiated tasks, information 
on the users, network connections and their characteristics, 
parameters of configuration of the modules of the OS core 
of each node; {S} is the set of statuses of the system, which is 
formed based on data collected by the agents of monitoring; 
NET is the artificial neural network.

When describing states of the cluster, it is possible to 
define: current state of system StÎ{S} that is formed based 
on data collected by the agents of monitoring AgiÎ{Ag} 
in the process of “real” time and the set of templates of 
normal states of the system SnormÍ{S} compiled based on 
statistical data, obtained in the process of training the 

system when all states of the system are considered to be 
conditionally “safe”. 

Each element of the state of the system is described by 
the following cortege:

{ } { } { }{ }=S P ,′ X , NW ,     (2)

where {P} is the set of tasks initiated in the cluster, {X} is the 
set of the states of computational nodes, {NW} is the set of 
parameters of network connections. 

In turn, each task PiÎ{P} is possible to represent in the 
form of the set of parameters:

{ }{ }=іP UID,TID, NODE ,C ,    (3)

where UID is the identifier of the user who initiated tasks, 
TID is the identifier of task, {NODE} is the list of nodes, 

which participate in processing the task, C is 
the time of execution of task. 

Each of the states of computational nodes 
of cluster XiÎ{X} can be represented in the 
form of cortege:

{ } { } { }{ }=іX UIDOS , PID , NOS ,  (4)

where {UIDOS} is the set of users in the op-
erating system (OS) of the node, {NOS} is the 
set of network connections of the node, {PID} 
is the set of processes of OS of the node. 

{ }ÎiPID ′ PID
 
is possible to write down in 

the form of parameters [13]:

{ } { }{ }=і iPID UIDOS ,ID, API , CNP ,   (5)

where { }ÎiUIDOS ′ ′ UIDOS  is the identifier of 
the user who initiated the process (this iden-
tifier determines rights of the process when 
fulfilling the API functions of the operating 
system), ID is the identifier of process in the 
system, {API} is the set of API functions of 
the operating system, which were assigned by 
the application, including parameters of these 
assignments, {CNP} is the set of network con-
nections, initiated by a particular application.

Next, obtained and grouped in the course of monitoring 
data enter artificial neural network NET, which performs 
classification of the states of the system. 

Functioning of multilayer artificial neural network is 
described by the following cortege:

( )ij ij ijk kNet ,Out ,In ,x ,     (6)

wherе 

= ∑ij ijk ijk
k

Net w In ,     (7)

= − qij ij ijOut f(Net ),     (8)

−=ijk i 1kIn Out ,      (9)

=0 jk kIn x ,      (10)

where x is the set of input values of neural network (a set of 
the states of the system); In is the set of input values of neu-

 

Fig. 3. Structure of the model of monitoring of super-computers of cluster 
architecture for detecting anomalous events
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ron; Out is the set of output values of neuron; I is the number 
of layer of neural network; j is the number of neuron in the 
layer of neural network; k is the number of input of neuron; 
f is the function of activation of neuron; w is the weight of 
input of neuron; q is the level of activation of neuron. 

Effectiveness of solving a problem depends on the selection 
of architecture of neural network and its training. A selection 
of optimum architecture comes down to finding the network 
that solves the set problem with minimum target error:

( ) ( )
=

= −∑
p

j j
j 1

1
E w y d ′,

2
,   (11)

where yi is the value of the j-th output of neural network; dj 
is the target value of the j-th output of neural network; p is 
the number of neurons in the output layer.

The most suitable for this purpose are the following 
types of neural networks are: multilayer perceptron, network 
with radial basic elements, probabilistic, generalized-regres-
sional or linear networks.

A neural network is trained by the method of reverse 
propagation. Training is conducted also with the minimiza-
tion of target error (11). 

An algorithm of training a neural network is shown in 
Fig. 4 and it includes the following steps.

1. Assign input vector (2) to the neural network input 
and determine values of the neural network outputs with the 
help of system (7).

2. Calculate auxiliary variable d(N)  for the neural net-
work output layer:

( ) ( )( )d = − ×N N i
j i i

i

dy
y d ′ ,

dS
    (12)

where ( )N
iy is the value of the i-th output of neuron of the 

output layer; Si is the weighted sum of output signals; N is 
the number of layers. 

Change the weights ( )∆ n
ijw  of the i-th layer of the j-th 

neuron:

( ) ( )∆ = −η× d ×n N n
ij j iw x ,     (13)

where η is the parameter that determines the speed of 
training; n

ix  is the value of the i-th input of neuron of the  
n-th layer. 

3. Calculate expressions:

( ) ( ) ( )+ + 
d = d × × 

 
∑N n 1 n 1 i

j k jk
k i

dy
w ′ ,

dS
    (14)

and (12) in line with ( )d N
j  and ( )∆ n

ijw  for other layers of neural 
network, n=N–1...1.

4. Correct all weights of synapses of neural network:

( ) ( ) ( )= + ∆n n n
ij ij ijw w w .     (15)

5. Determine value of the indicator of correspondence 
according to expression (11). If the value does not fit the 
assigned interval, then proceed to step 1. Determining the 
indices of significance criterion of the error of approximation 
depends on the particular parameter of the solved tasks and 
in future there will be an approach proposed for determining 
the indices of criteria.

5. Discussion of results of research into  
a model for the estimation of state of a computational 

cluster

The developed model makes it possible to monitor a 
cluster not only as a united computational system, but 
also all its components individually, which provides for 
the possibility to thoroughly estimate state of the system 
as a whole.

 
Fig. 4. Algorithm of training a neural network
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We carried out an estimation of effectiveness of the 
proposed model only for detecting anomalous behavior of 
network traffic based on the set of parameters of network 
connections (formula (2)), which is realized by the analysis 
of incoming traffic with the help of neural network, repre-
sented in the form of cortege of formula (6). In order to eval-
uate parameters of load on a network, neural network was 
trained according to the algorithm, represented in Fig. 4.

Next, we conducted experimental research into perfor-
mance effectiveness of the proposed model for the detection of 
anomalous behavior, the results of which are given in Table 1.

Table 1

Experimental research into effectiveness of the proposed 
model in the presence of anomalies in traffic

Number of 
tests

Number of  
valid solutions

Number of invalid solutions

Errors of  
the Ist kind

Errors of  
the IInd kind

10000 9696 203 101

Tests were conducted in the computational cluster, 
created on the workstations of a training laboratory under 
the action of slow DDoS-attack and attack over entire time 
interval. The number of tests was limited to 10000 because 
results of the research upon reaching this number of tests 
demonstrated a steady trend. Probability of making a val-
id solution about the existence of anomalous traffic was  
97 %, errors of the first kind – 2 % and errors of the second 
kind – 1 %. 

Thus, the proposed model is efficient for detecting anom-
alies in the performance of a computational cluster.

Data of research can be used for the improvement of 
already existing subsystems of monitoring of super-com-
puter technologies, as well as form a foundation for creating 
fundamentally new neural network multi-agent system for 
monitoring the detection of anomalous events. 

In future we plan to develop a monitoring system, which 
will be an adaptive subsystem of active monitoring, built on 
the base of artificial neural network using a multi-agent ap-
proach. This system can be used as a tool of control of the state 
of a cluster and actions of users in the system for the purpose 
of detecting potential anomalies, both internal and external.

5. Conclusions

We analyzed structure of the widely used architectures 
of computational clusters, which allowed us to propose two 
approaches for the creation of super-computers. The first 
one is applied for the organization of small cluster systems. 
The cluster combines full-featured computers that continue 
to work as independent units. The second approach is used 
when a powerful computational resource is configured on 
purpose. In this case, system blocks of computers are placed 
compactly on special racks while one or several full-featured 
computers are allocated to control the system and initiate 
the tasks. Based on the aforementioned, we established basic 
elements that need monitoring of anomalous events.

Shortcomings of the existing systems of monitoring 
of cluster super-computers are examined, conditions are 
determined, described in chapter 4, which a subsystem of 
monitoring must meet. This enabled us to propose a set of 
parameters for the evaluation of each element of the system.

In the paper we proposed a model for the classification of 
the state of the system, which makes it possible to define the 
sets of states depending on functional tasks, to separate pro-
cesses of targeted functioning of the system from the interface 
processes of interaction with the network infrastructure and 
to use them in the neural network technology for detecting 
anomalies in the performance of computational cluster. This 
model provides for the possibility to ensure local control of 
parameters for each process and, based on the formed vector, 
to determine anomalous influence on system as a whole.
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